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The titles in this index are all of the English-language pop-up and movable books published between 1998 and 2007. This list supplements two previously printed volumes by Ann Montanaro: Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography [Scarecrow, 1993] and Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography, Supplement 1, 1991-1997. Also included in this Title Index are works published prior to 1998 which were inadvertently omitted from the print versions. Questions about entries, changes, corrections, and/or additions can be sent to: info@movablebooksociety.org.

Description: 20 cm. 8 pages. Shaped pop-up book with a textured patch on the front cover and a sound effect inside the front cover. ISBN: 1-85707-573-0. OCLC: 56646768.

Description: 6 pages. 11 x 16 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Three fanfolded pop-ups.


Description: 22 x 32 cm. A carousel book. The covers tie together to form a circular, three-dimensional model of Hoggett’s Farm from the film Babe: Pig in the City. Includes two sheets of punch-out animals. ISBN: 0-312-19234-7. OCLC: 45064913.

Description: 10 pages. 9 x 11 cm. Simple “suggestions,” such as “show off your natural beauty,” are illustrated with amusing pictures that poke fun at the rule. Five simple but very effective pop-ups. ISBN: 1-888443-20-0.

Babette Coles Revolting Rules for Getting a Woman. By Babette Cole. Jim
Description: 10 pages. 9 x 11 cm. Simple “suggestions,” such as “stay in shape,” are illustrated with amusing pictures that poke fun at the rule. Five simple but very effective pop-ups. ISBN: 1-888443-17-0. OCLC: 77624803.

Description: 10 pages. 9 x 11 cm. Simple “suggestions,” such as “dress for success,” are illustrated with amusing pictures that poke fun at the rule. Five simple but very effective pop-ups. ISBN: 1-888443-18-9. OCLC: 52282854.


Description: 14 pages. 26 x 26 cm. Artists painting in Africa need to be watchful and avoid the baboons - and they, in turn need to stay away from the paints! Five large, double-page pop-ups. ISBN: 1-85565-079-7. Private collection.


Description: 18 cm. Based on the television character from Dora the Explorer. “Can you help Dora and Boots find the baby animals that are hiding? Just turn the wheel!” ISBN: 0689850174. OCLC: 53077422.

Baby Animals at Play: A Pop-up Story Book. By Gill Davies. John Francis,

Baby Einstein. See: Discover and Play.

Baby Einstein Farm Friends. See: Farm Friends.


Baby Snow Friends. A Flips and Flaps Book. By Jeanie Lee. Produced by Americhip Books. Manufactured in China. New York, Little Simon, 2006. Description: 10 pages. 20 x 24 cm. Photographs of baby penguins, seals, polar bears, snow fox, and arctic whale are supplemented with text that tell a fact about each animal. The movable is a paper illustration folded seven times. When the tab is pulled the sections of the illustration are displayed, much like a flip


Backyardigans. See: Musical Adventures!

Description: 10 pages. 28cm. Badger and squirrel go searching for an island where Badger can live. They find the perfect one, but when the rain comes, it’s not so perfect after all. ISBN: 1881445593. OCLC: 57217847.


Description: 6 pages. 11 x 16 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Badu learns out it is important to sit still and groom himself. Three fanfolded pop-ups. ISBN: 1-55280-998-6.


Description: 6 pages. 27 x 29 cm. The book is held open and shut with ribbons. ISBN: 1900465736. OCLC: 43501507.


Barney Happy Day Songs. See: Happy Day Songs.


Beauty and the Beast. A Pop-up Fairy Tale. John Patience, illustrator. Bridlington, England, Peter Haddock, n.d. [200-?]. Description: 10 pages. 20 cm x 15 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Issued as Big Time Fairy Tale Pop-ups in box with a handle. Cover illustration: A small Beauty stands next to the very large Beast who is dressed in a red robe with
white collar. ISBN: 0710- 5-1251-X. [All four books in the series may have the same ISBN.]


Description: 10 pages. 26 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Through her capacity to love, a kind and beautiful maid releases a handsome prince from the spell which had made him an ugly beast. ISBN: 1552808424. [This ISBN may have also been used for all of the books in the series.] OCLC: 60883345.

Description: 8 pages. 15 x 19 x 2.5 cm. Inspired by the Beauty and the Beast fairytale. The cover is a clear, plastic box encasing a three-dimensional scene. Four pop-ups inside. The covers tie together with ribbons. ISBN: 90-76048-24-X. OCLC: 50634918.


Description: 12 pages. 24 x 24 cm. Originally published as *Omdat ik zoveel van je hou* (pop-up) in Belgium 2005 by Uitgeverji Clavis, Amsterdam-Hasselt. Snowy is a very smart bear. He knows where to find the best fish, how to catch the biggest snowflakes, and much more. But what he really wants to know is if his mommy will always love him. Six pop-ups with tabs and gate-folds encasing text and smaller pop-ups. ISBN: 1-58925-794-4. OCLC: 68712049.

Description: 32 pages. 25 cm. “Mummy Koala tells Little Koala he’s special . . . but he’s still not sure he’s special enough. So Little Koala sets out to make some improvements.” ISBN: 9780864617163. OCLC: 212741647.

Description: 14 pages. 19 x 24 cm. The Jitterbugs get ready for bed by taking a bath, listening to a story and a lullabug, and counting bugs to fall asleep. The


**Beetle.** See: *A Larger-than-life 3-D Look at the Beetle*.


collection. It tells the story of Ben, a bear who loves butterflies and wants to grow some flowers that will attract them to his garden. Includes a pop-up butterfly garden. Originally published in 1998. ISBN: 0333782090. OCLC: 43187219.


Description: 29 cm. + 1 CD-ROM. A pop-up book. The computer disc is a virtual walking tour of Berlin in German and English. Title on computer disc: RadioCity Berlin. ISBN: 3760720161. OCLC: 133095711.


Description: 6 pages. 25 x 25 cm. This interactive 3-D pop-up book opens to reveal three large rooms, with pop-ups and life-the-flaps. Read the mini-book, then play with the nine punch-out paper dolls to have a berry fun time. ISBN: 0-448-43644-2. OCLC: 61197181.


Description: 13 x 20 cm. A coffin-shaped book from which a skeleton pops up when the lid (front cover) is opened. The story of Bertie escaping from the graveyard is told on a 10-page booklet below the pop-up. ISBN: 0-7641-5165-7. OCLC: 42422058.


The Bible Made Easy: A Pop-up, Pull-out Interactive Bible Adventure. By Linda Parry. Alan Parry, illustrator. Printed in China. Nashville, Tennessee,
Description: 16 pages. 22 x 30 cm. Tour the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. One pop-up, lift-the-flaps, turning wheel, and tabs. ISBN: 0-8499-5902-0. OCLC: 41239916.

Description: 10 pages. 28 x 22 cm. The simple retelling of five Bible stories from the life of Jesus accompanied by five transformational plates. The cover illustration shows Daniel in the lions'den. ISBN: 1859855156. OCLC: 64553615.


Also issued as Happy Snappy Playtime Box, a slip cased set with *One to Five, Red and Blue, and See and Say*. ISBN: 184011942x (set).

Description: 8 pages. 27 cm. When farm animals discover a wonderful big blue egg, mystery and surprises are in store. ISBN: 140547159X. OCLC: 84020686.


Description: 23 cm. "Bubbles and Splash are two dolphins who want you to meet all their friends. Lift the flaps and open the pops to discover all their friends who live in the big blue sea." ISBN: 9781740476249. OCLC: 173521415.

Description: 10 pages. 34 cm. ISBN: 9780760794227. OCLC: 183628046.


Description: 14 pages. 24 x 28 x 4 cm. Seven very large, sturdy pop-ups of heavy equipment: wrecker, bulldozer, excavator, backhoe, loaders, and crane. A final pop-up under a gatefold page shows the building under construction after all the ground work has been completed. ISBN: 1-929927-41-X. OCLC: 48680889.

Description: 10 pages. 27 x 33 cm. Discover the world of construction equipment. Illustrations include lift-the-flaps, tab-operated mechanicals, and turning wheel. ISBN: 1592231543. OCLC: 57402974.

Description: Join Bob and the team in Sunflower Valley as they go about their work. When each spread is opened, a machine pops up and you hear the sound of the engine noise. Includes electronic sounds. ISBN: 1405902515. OCLC: 70402435.


Description: 7 pages. “This book is presented with a die-cut hole on front cover and pop-ups throughout. It includes a pop-up game with acetate at end.” ISBN: 1857076583.

Description: Bookseller’s description.


Description: 7 pages. 10 cm. Scenes of the miracles of Jesus. Pull the tab to see


Bill and Barbara Plan Fun for a Week. New York, Royal Art Pub., 1941. Description: Tab-operated mechanicals and a rotating wheel. Private collection.


Birds of America: With Educational Pop-up Bird Scene and 3 Copy-Color


Blinky Bill: Summer Holiday: A Pop-up Book. A Pop-up Book Adventure

Blue Ribbon Town U.S.A. Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Pabst Brewing Co., 1943. Description: 26 pages. 30 cm. Four pop-ups show how Pabst is going to approach advertising in wartime and how the people of Blue Ribbon Town are helping the war effort. The pop-ups show the car-pooling mayor, a lawyer recycling scrap metal, the banker reducing his traveling, and a newsstand where the advertising will appear. OCLC: 9763871. Anheuser-Busch Co., Inc., Corporate Library.


Description: Bookseller's description.

Description: 6 pages. Text printed parallel to the spine. Three fanfolded pop-ups.
Bookseller's description.


Description: 10 pages. 12.5 x 14 cm. A Fireman Sam adventure with pop-ups on each spread. Based on the characters from the television series. ISBN: 0434966096. OCLC: 31168417.

Boo! See titles in the series: Where’s Boo?


The Book of Great Explorers: Pop-up Board Game. Virginia Wade, illustrator. London, Tango, 2006. Description: A 14-page storybook containing 4 pop-up board games: Alexander, the Great; Marco Polo; Christopher Columbus; and Captain Cook. The book includes a spinner, shaped counters for each game, and a storage pocket. ISBN: 1857076443.


The Book of Jonah. See: Peter Spier’s Little Bible Storybooks
Description: 26 cm. A circle of young friends pass on a chain of “letters” starting from A and going all the way to Z. ISBN: 0439324556. OCLC: 49262080.

Description: 12 pages. 10 x 12 cm. This set includes a book about dinosaurs, four pop-up board games, a spinner, shaped counters, and a storage pocket. ISBN: 1857076095.


Description: 20 pages. 18.5 x 24.5 cm. Board cover. Includes stories, puzzles, pictures to paint, cuts out, jokes, riddles, and games. One pop-up. Private collection.


Description: Bookseller’s description.

Description: Wilf the Muddly Monster is in a terrible pickle. He is baby-sitting Bobba, but can’t find the little beastie anywhere! The cover has a fluffy insert. ISBN: 0340902876. OCLC: 68770571.


Description: 21 x 25 cm. A parcel arrives for Boris but he is afraid to open it. He


**A Brief Account of the Thames Tunnel.** [London], Azulay, 1843. Description: 10 x 15 cm. 5 leaves of plates. “Souvenir peepshow booklet; view with tourists from the Wapping entrance side. Caption title from page of printed text mounted on inside of front cover. First plate has caption title: Thames Tunnel. Trinphant Bore no. 169. Four cut out panels and a backdrop plate: first plate has two peepholes, the other plates are hand-colored, and the final plate is mounted on inside of back cover; plates connected on either side by an accordion pleated band of paper to form telescopic peep show.” OCLC:


Bronco Billy Saves the Day. See: Bronco Billy and the Runaway Coach.


Description: 5 pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.


Description: 10 pages. 29 cm. “With this pop-up book, a child can knock down a house, drill and saw, load a dump truck and more.” ISBN: 0789498537. OCLC: 53706574.


Description: 16 pages. 24 cm. Riddles and games. OCLC: 39877600.


Bunnykins. See: The Village of little Twitching.


Busiest Pop-up Ever! See: Richard Scarry’s Busiest Pop-up Ever!


Description: 18 pages. 27 cm A pop-up game book with ring toss, magic tricks, connect-the-dots, puzzles, punch-out games, pipe cleaner dolls and more. OCLC: 70265919. University of Virginia.

**BusyBugz.** See individual titles in the series.


Description: 10 pages. 15 cm. The Busy Bugz show that hard work like spinning silky threads and making a bed can be lots of fun. A mini pop-up book. ISBN: 1592233139. OCLC: 62384883.

Description: 15 x 15 cm. 10 pages. A soft cover book stapled at the spine with one full-color pop-up in the center. Private Collection.

Description: 20 x 29 cm. A barn-shaped, four-section carousel book. Farm animals introduce the numbers from one to ten in a book that forms a stand-up farm when opened completely with covers tied together with a ribbon. ISBN: 0-8037-2416-0. OCLC: 39700057.


Description: 8 pages. 18 x 18 cm. Sturdy board covers and pages. Play and work in the garden. Includes a turning wheel, sliding tabs, and a tab-operated mechanical on the cover. ISBN: 0-7607-6621-5.

Description: 10 pages. 15 x 15 cm. Rhyming text about a group of busy monkeys engaged in a variety of activities. Diagonal corner cut at spine edge. Five simple pop-ups. ISBN: 1-57657-519-5. OCLC: 52337163.

Description: 10 pages. 18 cm. Tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 1405020040. OCLC: 56439145.


Description: 25 x 33 cm. A pop-up book about colors. “Lucy searches for a butterfly in her garden. Follow her as she meets a pink earthworm, a brown spider, a red ladybird and more creatures, and get ready for a surprise - a 3-D butterfly!” One double-page pop-up. ISBN: 9781844288441. OCLC: 77013028.


